
Comments

John Willsteed Great photo. Memories!!

Dianne Heenan Great memories. Many happy 
ones of you John skipping through that front door 
to print posters!

Matt Mawson I remember that door well from 
my time at Semper (next door). I believe I have a 
couple of B&W photos of Activities folk I took at 
the time. Will dig them out.

Dianne Heenan Thanks Matt. I look forward 
to seeing your photos. I remember you and the 
Semper people well too. In addition to you, the 
people from Semper who immediately spring to 
mind during the time I was at Activities are Damien 
Ledwich, Tim Low, Andrew Fraser and Anne 
Jones. Activities used to get the film for our screen 
printing work done in the Semper dark room. 
Happy days!

Brian Doherty What a creative little nook of the 
Uni that was! Semper, Activities and 4zzz down 
stairs. It has just occurred to me that all those 
enterprises occupied the abandoned sites just like 
the art spaces that occupied the disused buildings 
in the city. These spaces have been romanticised 
but they were hard work to fix up and had health 
risks. Heather Ross had the concrete floor put 
in for the Activities space. It was just open posts 
and beams holding up the refectory extension. 
Those steel beams were covered with a spray on 
asbestos cement as a fire retardant. I still worry 
about that because the people who removed the 
asbestos didn’t know what they were doing and 
threw it everywhere. At that stage I didn’t know 
what it was either and I remember vacuuming it up 
- the worst thing that I could have done!

Matt Mawson We seemed to have been relegated 
to the nether regions. We churned out good 
stuff, though. That painted Activities door was 
something I saw virtually every day for years. 
Brings back so many memories ... one of which 
was being locked in whenever Triple Zed held a 
Joint Effort. There was a metal screened door at 
the bottom of the steps at the left of the photo 
which was padlocked to stop people sneaking 
in the back way. Meanwhile, I was working into 
the night laying out Semper (just behind the wall 
to the right of the photo), listening to the sound 
of the bands in the refec above. The Activities/
Semper/4ZZZ area seemed like creative dungeons 
of the Student Union area. Out of the way, almost 
hidden, but buzzing with life. I think the best years 
of my life might have been spent there. (Current 
years excepted ... life is pretty good right now.)

Dianne Heenan My memories of working at 
Activities are accompanied by the ping of Space 
Invaders from the Union Arcade and the smell of 
pizza from the Refectory. Brian, I can’t imagine 
how it must have been without the concrete 
floor. Good on Heather Ross. It certainly wasn’t a 
glamour job. We had no cleaners and I remember 
sweeping and mopping floors and emptying ash 
trays. The smell of printing inks and turpentine 
was overpowering until a big extractor fan was 
installed. We all worked into the evenings and 
on weekends. I remember you building a big 
demountable wall so we could partition the space 
for workshops. And I agree with Matt…we did 
manage to churn out good stuff.

I started writing about 
Activities from my own 

memory but soon realised 
that I needed connection 

with other people from 
that time. Working in 

Activities really was a 
collective experience, it 

wasn’t something that you 
did on your own. An online 

collective memoir using 
Facebook grew out of that. 

I immediately found myself 
surrounded by people who 

wanted to tell the story with 
me and to whom I express 

my gratitude. 

Uni qld student union
cultural activities department

This is a collective memoir of the Cultural 
Activities Centre run by the University of 
Queensland Student Union in the early 1980s. 

The  Student Union then stood opposed to the Bjelke-
Petersen government and was a breeding ground for 
future State Labor politicians including Anna Bligh, 
Ann Warner and Paul Lucas. 

The Activities Centre was located in the hub of 
Union funded cultural facilities including Semper 
Magazine, 4ZZZ Community Public Radio, 
Schonell Theatre, Cement Box Theatre and the 
Student Refectory. Workers from these facilities 
collaborated on projects and rubbed shoulders on a 
daily basis creating friendships and networks that 
continue to be active to the present day.

It was available to be used by students and the 
general community and provided low cost facilities 
for screen printing, pottery and photography, as 
well as a space for music and performance events, 
alternative film screenings and workshops. It 
attracted a wide range of visual artists, musicians, 
performers and political activists and consequently 

Dianne Heenan

provided opportunities for networking and the 
cross fertilisation of disciplines and ideas. 
Each semester Activities ran a broad workshop 
program ranging from arts workshops including 
visual arts, music and dance to life skills 
workshops including car maintenance and cooking 
to alternative life styles, esoteric philosophy and 
feminist ideas. Activities established a weekly 
venue fostering local entertainers and presented 
music and other entertainment including lunch 
time concerts in the refectory and occasionally 
big acts like the Cambridge Footlights and bands 
including Redgum.  

I was one of the co-ordinators employed at the 
Activities Centre between 1979 and 1983.

Activities Front Entry Door. Mural depicting Peter Lewis and 
Dianne Heenan by artist Fiona MacDonald c1980

Photo: Dianne Heenan. Photo provided by Dianne Heenan



Dianne Heenan Matt Mawson has provided photographs of Activities workers taken in 1981. Some 
of these photographs appeared in an article about the Activities Department written by Andrew 
Fraser published in Semper, 22 July 1981, page 21. It would be great to hear your memories of 
Peter, Anna, Leonie, Michael and Adrian.

Dianne Heenan Peter Lewis (Lewie) was the other Coordinator for most of the time I was at 
Activities. He came from a visual arts background. During that time he was a creative risk taker in 
everything he did. He organised concerts with memorable ones being the Cambridge Footlights 

in Mayne Hall and Redgum in the Great Court. He picked up the Footlights before the big 
promoters and their concerts were a great financial success for the Union. He booked Earl 
Hines for a concert and had the tickets printed but had to cancel. Peter started a weekly 
performance event at Cement Box Theatre. I’ve recently been reminded that it was called 
“Sunday Night Stardom”. It was a talent contest where the winner was asked to come 
back and perform the following week. I used to pick up ice on the way and help with 
serving drinks. These events were incredibly popular and I remember a lot of UQ Student 
Union people coming along including Dave Barbagallo, Adrian Buzolic, Danielle Bond and 
Fiona McKenna. Those evenings were memorable. Peter and I shared the running of the 
screen printing workshop, helping people do their own prints, and doing print runs for UQ 
Union’s clubs and societies and 4ZZZ. When Peter left c1982, John Caskey took over the 
running of things that Peter did.

Peter Lewis screen printing in Activities c1981
Photo: Matt Mawson 

Peter Lewis Thanks for the high praise. I think the beauty of what we did was not knowing 
how to do things yet doing them anyway. Like puppies running around. Lovely to see all 
these names from my past flashing up before me. 

Peter Lewis I’d love to hear what happened to some of the “Stars” from the Sunday night 
cement box. Jack Bondi, the punk band THE PITS, THE BENT ELBOWS, ANN SINCLAIR. 
I never knew who would turn up to perform or indeed if anyone would turn up, including 
audience. The acoustic acts had to go on first until the cinema upstairs had finished and 
the loud acts could go on. I remember one night a lone bagpiper performed, starting in the 
carpark he absolutely stunned the crowd with the acoustics of the space making everyone 
into instant Scottish dancers.

Dianne Heenan Peter Lewis - I’m so happy to see you here. I remember Jack Bondi 
(Bernie Lewis). He had a very funny stand up routine as a kind of juggling surf life saver. He 

won “Stardom” quite a bit. I have no idea what happened to him or the other folk you mentioned. 
Maybe someone else does?

Peter Lewis Jack Bondi’s poem “the scientific drinker” was the stand out for me and very popular 
with the punters. Ruth Dunshea’s band The Veranda Band did a regular tribute version at their bush 
dances and she has sent me a copy of the poem which I won’t post without permission of Bernie 
Lewis.
We recorded Anna Sinclair at QUT studios. Basically one take of about ten songs with her playing 
the guitar on her own. A copy was given to 4ZZZ and was played for many years. It was recorded 
on reel to reel and I don’t think any other copies were made. Anna may have one. “If you don’t clean 
that fridge I think I’ll just go out into the yard and throw up.” Or “ Heaven knows what I thought 
of Betty’s father”. All played on a $50 Kmart guitar. Great original song writing. I doubt there was 
anywhere else that would have allowed them to be played. The crowd loved her though. The Pits 
( or the Pitz) were one of my favourite bands. They were truly outrageously bad but so true to their 
name I made them the winning band one week. They excited the crowd and got the most beer cans 
thrown at them of any band. They had a loyal following of about four people head banging dances 
out the front. Gorgeous.

Peter Lewis We sponsored a one man show on Charles Manson at the cement box. Can’t 
remember the name of the show but remember we needed a table as a stage prop and found a 
suitable one and realised it had the initials CM painted on the top. Spooky.

Dianne Heenan The “Redgum all over the Great Court” poster has 
always tickled my funny bone. My memory is of helping Peter Lewis 
print it and the fun we had. I seem to remember we got ourselves into 
difficulties with the print run. I think there was red screen printing ink 
all over our posters at one stage. Peter organised and promoted the 
Red Gum concert in the Great Court at UQ. It was huge! This is a good 
example of how people from Semper, 4ZZZ and Activities all worked 
together on projects. And how we did most things ourselves.

Matt Mawson Dianne, my cartoon and my hand-drawn lettering 
(“Redgum”) but not my poster design. I recycled the little gumguy in 
one of the Zip booklets.

Adrian Buzolic That image and the title have never left me.

Dianne Heenan Nice...I like your little gumguy too. I think it’s important 
to get the information about these posters and their contributors 
correct. Roger Butler is preparing a list of the NGA Activities prints for 
us to have a look at and provide amendments to in the new year. I’ll 
make sure you are kept in the loop on this. Your knowledge of who was 
doing what at that time is a most welcome input.

Peter Lewis Absolutely was Matt’s design. I’d asked for something 
for the poster and was delighted with the concept. To my knowledge 
it was the first (and perhaps the last) amplified band to perform in the 
great court. Lectures were abandoned because no one could hear over 
the band. Estimates of 3,000 people at the free concert.

Dianne Heenan That was a great concert. Did you get into strife for 
interfering with lectures?

Peter Lewis There were some very irate lecturers but I think the 
powers just promised there would never be another one.

Matt’s Little  
Gumguy c1981
Photo: Matt Mawson
Photo provided by 
Matt Mawson

Sheik Rattle ‘n Roll 
Poster, screen print, 
Dianne Heenan and 

Brian Doherty c1981

Can’t Stop the 
Gunston Poster, 

screen print, Matt 
Mawson c1979

Freddo’s 
Vegaurant 

Poster, designed 
and printed by 
Brian Doherty 

c1978

Redgum All Over the 
Great Court Poster, 
Screen print, Peter 
Lewis and Matt 
Mawson 1981



Dianne Heenan 
Anna O’Connor was appointed Coordinator when I left Activities some time in 1981. Leonie 
McLennan became Activities screen printer around the same time. Anna came from a 
visual arts background. Anna was a great fit to work with Peter doing the same kinds of 
things I had done including running the Workshop program, working in the screen printing 
workshop and assisting with music events. I applied for the job and came back to work at 
Activities again when Anna left.

Anna O’Connor (front) and Leonie McLennan (rear) preparing a silk screen in 
Activities c1981
Photo: Matt Mawson

Anna Cole My memories of this time have mostly faded into oblivion - it seems like a 
lifetime ago. I remember to get the job I had to speak at a student union meeting & state my 
credentials as well as how I could contribute to ‘Activities’. David Barbagello was student 
union president at the time & I remember Anna Bligh was women’s rights officer. Looking 
at the Activities Workshop Booklet (Semester 1, 1982) reminds me of people I involved 
from my days at art college - Androula Savvas, Litsa Korbos, Cameron Davie, Paul Milburn, 
Leonie McLennan and Russell Craig. Leonie got the job as screen printer while I was there. 
I saw her a couple of years ago in Ipswich where she works as an art teacher at West 
Moreton Anglican College. I recall spending a lot of time using Letraset! Must have used it 
for making posters, screen printing & workshop booklets. What a different age that was pre 
computers. I also remember working on a lot of posters including the workshop posters 
& cassette and singles covers for independent releases for bands. I see in the booklet 
that both you & I were working there at the time, Peter’s name wasn’t listed so he must 
have left whilst I was there & you took his job, then he came back & took mine??? I would 
have left early 1982 as I went to live in Mackay. It was a buzzing place to work with lots of 
involvement with Semper & 4ZZZ as well as a continual flow of students. After leaving to go 
to Mackay I taught printmaking at the Mackay TAFE, then went on to study early childhood 
education & taught in preschools for 10 years. Then I studied horticulture & worked in 
Nurseries for 10 years. I have been teaching horticulture at Cairns TAFE for the last 8 years, 
particularly plant identification and botany.  I’ve attached the scanned booklet & a photo 
that I found (with a workshop poster on the wall). Thanks for inviting me to contribute.

Anna O’Connor c1981 in the Activities Office
Photo provided by Anna Cole (O’Connor)

The workshop booklet seems so basic now - with all the available tools that we have these 
days for creating a document like this. At the time though as I’m sure you remember it was 
quite a task. Leonie McLennan was employed as full time screen printer while I was there 
& stayed on after I left. As well as the workshop organisation I spent quite a bit of my time 
assisting with poster design and printing. I knew Peter from art college - he was a year 
above me and we were both involved in the student union/council there. (Times haven’t 
changed - I’m involved with the teacher’s union here at Cairns TAFE) It was a very relaxed 
and enjoyable work environment.

Dianne Heenan I remember John Willsteed printing the Xero poster on the noticeboard. 
I think the photo for John’s poster was taken in the Brisbane Arcade, from the first floor 
looking down.

Matt Mawson Terry made a large, high resolution silkscreen and I helped him print these 
Zip postcards at Activities. Art by Terry Murphy, Irena Luckus, John Willsteed and myself.

Zip Postcards printed in Activites, Terry Murphy and Matt Mawson c1981

Dianne Heenan 
Michael Walker was employed as Activities Potter when I came to work there in late 1979. 
Michael ran the pottery as an access centre and conducted workshops as part of the 
Activities Workshop program. Michael made quirky sculptures and functional ware and 
regularly fired the big gas kiln. Michael left to set up his own pottery studio some time in 
1982. We continued to run the pottery as an access centre and it was then that Sally Hart 
started to work there on a regular basis. 

Michael Walker in the Activities Pottery c1981.
Photo: Matt Mawson 

Dianne Heenan 
In 1980 Adrian Buzolic and Di Perkins were the Student Union’s Orientation Week 
organisers. I think they might have done that for a couple of years running. Adrian and Di 
worked out of the Activities Department, coming and going during the day as they triggered 
events around the campus. After that, Adrian became a welcome regular at Activities doing 
all sorts of things on a volunteer basis.

Adrian Buzolic Orientation Week Organiser 1980
Photo: Matt Mawson 

Adrian Buzolic 1980 Di. I don’t know who did it the following year. When Di and I put 
forward our proposals for O week we got twice the budget they had the previous year. 
And that year they reduced O Week from 5 to 3 days. I may even be able to find a program 
somewhere. Maybe you remember us getting “The Wizard” over from Christchurch? I also 
remember Di Perkins organising a mural to be painted in the passageway that led from 
beside the Crêperie out towards where the student club was built overlooking the aussie 
rules oval. It may have been a Fiona that painted it. It was somewhat provocative as it 
featured a gum tree that seemed to have pubic hair where each branch branched off.

Dianne Heenan I’ve only now remembered that “The Wizard” stayed overnight at my 
place. We had a tiny place and he had to sleep in a temporary bed in my studio under 
the house! He wore a bowler hat and smoked cigars. We had a pizza and went to see 
Woody Allen’s “Manhattan” at the Schonell. I googled him just now and found that he is 
still doing his public “performances” in Christchurch. I do remember the mural painted by 
Fiona MacDonald. I think Fiona was working on a series of “gum tree” prints at the time 
and this mural was an extension of these works. I believe Fiona’s intention was to present 
“Australiana” subject matter in art in incongruous ways. Sadly I have no photographs of 
this mural.

Dianne Heenan 
Ross Hinckley was Activities screen printer c1982-83. Ross’s application included a 
reference from Betty Churcher who was then lecturing at Kelvin Grove College of Advance 
Education. Betty described Ross as having an “agile mind”. It was a winning pitch! Ross 
arrived at Activities with his wife Joy and dogs Trudy and Buster from a theatre and art 
background with New Moon Theatre Company in Townsville. Ross and Joy performed 
separately and together at La Bamba on Friday nights at La Boîte Theatre. Ross played 
tuba and banjo and did a very funny Mad Max interpretation involving a teddy bear. I 
remember Joy singing and I think playing guitar. Running the screen printing workshop was 
Ross’s full-time job and Joy often lent a hand. Ross had an offbeat sense of humour which 
came out in his art work. He often signed his prints with the letters “asp” (for Activities 
screen printer) and a little snake (an Asp). I haven’t turned up a photo of Ross yet. Do 
you have one? There are a number of posters printed at Activities in the collection of the 
Queensland Art Gallery. The Education Atrophy Dance poster Ross designed and printed at 
Activities is one of them. 

John Willsteed Ross (or Cecil as we sometimes called him), playing at Freddo’s (run by 
Tony Blake) in Activities, Sept 78. Playing with me, Steven Pritchard, Lenny Slaughter, Evan 
Kelly and John Frame who took the foto. I think that I met Chris Maver this night, and we 
wrote a song together in the week following (Typhoon Blues, filled with “blowing” innuendo 
- quelle surprise!!)

Ross Hinckley at Freddo’s in Activities, September 1978 playing with John Willsteed, 
Steven Pritchard, Lenny Slaughter, Evan Kelly and John Frame.

Photo: John Frame
Photo provided by John Willsteed 

Dianne Heenan Gem! Thank you John Willsteed.



John Willsteed the same night . . . you can get the gist of all the bloody hessian.

John Willsteed, Ross Hinckley, Steven Pritchard, Lenny Slaughter, Evan Kelly and 
John Frame playing at Freddo’s in Activities, September, 1978
Photo: John Frame
Photo provided by John Willsteed

John Willsteed 
the parachute is a nice touch . . .

Dianne Heenan 
John Willsteed The hessian and parachute were still stored in Activities when I arrived 
there. I never knew what they were for. I think the hessian was eventually binned. No idea 
what happened to the parachute. Did it end up adorning someone’s bedroom?

John Willsteed 
I have a feeling the hessian was Tony’s idea, coz my bedroom ceiling was decked out in the 
same blandly dyed green. dusty and disgusting.

John Willsteed 
another Ross . . .

Ross Hinckley c1978
Photo John Willsteed
Photo provided by John Willsteed

Dianne Heenan 
Great photos of Ross. Thanks John. 

Dianne Heenan 
John Caskey became Activities coordinator when Peter Lewis left. John is from a 
professional music background and then performed regularly in venues around Brisbane. 

He was enrolled at UQ studying Japanese. John spent a year as an exchange student in Japan 
and spoke and wrote Japanese fluently. He was a serious cyclist and trained regularly with a group 
on the streets around UQ. John was one in a group of us who performed a couple of songs at La 
Bamba at La Boîte Theatre one Friday night. His main responsibility at Activities was the promotion 
and staging of musical events. I haven’t unearthed a photo of John yet either but I’m not done yet. 
Maybe someone has one?

John Caskey 
In the end not too much music out of me. My brother and sons are pro musicians though. I’m the 
black sheep. I remember printing lot’s of posters and T shirts. Lots of designs by Matt Mawson and 
Damien Ledwich (who were never paid properly). I remember the fantastic creative people around 
then especially Brian Doherty and Ross Hinckley. I remember Di as a person who always made sure 
stuff got done. I have no photos of that time and there are none I can remember being taken of me. 
My people don’t come out on film.

Dianne Heenan Great to hear from you John. Maybe someone else can dig up a photo of you?

Dianne Heenan 
Sally Hart just arrived at Activities one day. We wanted her to stay and thought ourselves 
lucky that she did. Sally started making pots at Activities while Michael Walker was still 
there and after he left to set up his own pottery, Sally continued to make pots there and 
ran the pottery as an access centre. I remember Sally making colourful bold earthenware 
pots. I don’t believe she ever received a wage for her work, but did have free access to 
the facilities in return for running it as an access centre. I took this photograph of Sally in 
Activities one day. It’s not a set up...she was actually sitting at the communal kitchen table 
reading the latest issue of Art Walk Magazine. Maybe Brian Doherty knows which one it 
was. The big kitchen table at Activities was the site of many passionate conversations 
about everything.

Sally Hart 
with Art Walk Magazine at Activities kitchen table c1983
Photo: Dianne Heenan
Photo provided by Dianne Heenan

Brian Doherty It is the last Art Walk - number 3, April-May 1983 and the cover price was 
$1.50. Good thing I was re-employed as the Activities screen printer earlier in the year.

Brian Doherty in the Activities Office c1983-84
Photographer unknown (Brian’s camera)

Photo provided by Brian Doherty

Dianne Heenan Brian Doherty is central to the history of UQ Union’s Activities Department. 
Brian was Activities coordinator immediately prior to me. He drew me into the Activities fold 
and mentored me into that role. His presence in Activities is a constant in my memory of 
the time c1980-83. Brian designed and printed many of the beautiful Activities Workshops 
posters as well as printing work for student groups and community organisations. At the 
same time, Brian was also involved with many art projects beyond Activities including Art 
Walk Magazine, Art Worker’s Union and other artist run initiatives in Brisbane. Brian has 
given me a photo of himself at Activities c1983-84. Brian became Activities screen printer 
in early 1983 when Ross Hinckley left. Appointments were on an annual basis so there was 
always a regular turnover and coming and going of people. Brian Doherty do you have 
anything you’d like to add?

John Willsteed this makes me think Tony Blake worked there? I did this nightmarish thing

Expo Uni Poster, John Willsteed, date uncertain…late 70s?
Photo: John Willsteed

Photo provided by John Willsteed

Dianne Heenan Freddo’s was before my time. I was going to say ask Brian Doherty but I 
can see you already have. I started at Activities in December 1979.

John Willsteed and this, same thing. I was living at the Pink Palace with Freddo, I guess 
that’s why I did this. Hey Brian Doherty, can you remember whether Tony worked there in 
78?

Festival by the Lake Poster, John Willsteed, date uncertain…late 70s?
Photo: John Willsteed

Photo provided by John Willsteed

Brian Doherty Tony Blake aka ‘Freddo’ probably was working at activities in 1978 but my 
grasp of dates around then is not the best. The Freddo’s Vegaurant poster would suggest 
that date because it has no photographic elements. From memory Freddo actually did 
a pop-up vegetarian restaurant within Activities on certain days. We also had the Hare 
Krishna’s in there doing vegetarian cooking demonstrations on a number of occasions. The 
Pink Palace in Spring Hill has a huge history. Its one of those places like the terrace houses 
on Coronation Drive that everyone has a story about. Many creatives went through there. 
The last house I lived in while in Brisbane was at the bottom of Downing Street immediately 
behind the Pink Palace. Many fond memories of my verandah roof garden.

John Willsteed Patrice Blurr would have memories and clarity here as well

Dianne Heenan My main job at Activities was to coordinate the Activities Workshop 
program. Activities presented about thirty workshops each semester. Here are some 
that you might have attended. Tim Heard - Hungarian cooking; Roy Orloff - Sri Lankan 
Curries; Fiona MacDonald - Mediterranean cooking; Tim Low - wild food gathering; Glen 
O’Malley - photography; Michael Richards - Photography; Brian Doherty - screen printing; 
Leonie McLennan - Fabric Printing; Ruth Propsting - Drawing; Godfrey Rubens - Drawing; 
Phillipa St John - Dance; Super 8 Film Making - Cameron Davie; Guitar - Graham Marrow. 
Other workshops included stained glass, pottery, singing, yoga. Sherry, the man with the 
dingo who drove the Dutton Park - UQ ferry ran a free workshop in esoteric philosophy. 
“Introduction to Feminist Ideas” organised by Student Union Women’s Rights were 
sometimes included on the Activities program. I am surprised to find my own photographic 
record of these times limited. My hands were more often in icy water selling beers or 
covered in screen printing ink printing posters than taking pics with my old Pentax. There 
may be more photographs in my negative archive. I often took rolls of film and developed 
them without printing the photographs. At hand though I have a couple of faded Polaroids. 
I’m not sure who took them. Matt Mawson says it wasn’t him. 



Dianne Heenan in front of mural on Activities entry door c1983
Photographer unknown
Photo provided by Dianne Heenan

Dianne Heenan Everyone who came to work at Activities brought their own special mix of 
friends and networks to the centre. I brought people from my circles of art practice. Ruth 
Propsting and Fiona MacDonald were my friends from student days at Queensland College 
of Art and Christine Henderson from the teaching course at Queensland University of 
Technology. I met Peter Lewis through our participation in the Works at the Crypt workshop 
and exhibition sponsored by the Institute of Modern Art in 1979. Peter was the year behind 
me at Art College and was a good friend of Fiona MacDonald. I knew Michael Richards 
from the art studios at EastAus Art School. Roy Orloff and Glen O’Malley were in my 
friendship circle with Christine Henderson. Urszula Szulakowska was lecturing in the Fine 
Arts Department at the University of Queensland and became associated with Activities 
through a number of people including Ruth Propsting, Christine Henderson and Brian 
Doherty. Urszula brought her Departmental colleague Godfrey Rubens to the centre where 
he taught a drawing workshop. Hollie’s posters and prints adorned Activities when I came 
there and I came to know Hollie through her association with the centre and through Brian. 
And so it goes....

Urszula Szulakowska great to have this information and to remember how important 
was Activities. Later I asked Brian to teach an art class for my students in history of art. One day 
we had Peter Anderson as a model and then the drawings were shown in the Tower of the Art 
History department with drinks. I have put photographs of this event online here and also they are 
now available in the State Library (Urszula Szulakowska collection). I was very keen to establish a 
permanent link between the practical art at Activities and the dept of Art History but the head of the 
dept was not at all keen on this and the connection died off. My students did continue to participate 
in the workshops in a private capacity.

Dianne Heenan Urszula thank you for fleshing out the history behind this. It could be a glitch my 
end but I can’t see the photos you mentioned.

Urszula Szulakowska yes, sorry, Dianne, in fact I may not have posted those particular ones here 
of the art show though they are in the State Library now in my photo album. 

Dianne Heenan Danielle Bond I would love to include something from you about the Union at that 
time and its management approach to its cultural facilities. 

Danielle Bond The Cultural Activities Centre, Semper, Triple Zed, The Cement Box and Schonell 
Theatre were my favourite places on campus. I’ve been wracking the grey cells to remember when 
I first got involved and I think it most likely coincided with when I was Orientation Week Director 
with Bruce ? (fellow law student) in 1982. Ken Macpherson was Union President and Fleur Kingham 
Union Secretary that year and then Fleur and I were President & Union Secretary respectively the 
following. I remember spending lots of hours in Semper and the Activities Centre putting together 
the promotional material for O’Week. I’m pretty sure Brian Doherty did his best to help me with 
my screen-printing skills but to little avail. My most vivid memory of that O’Week was Vanessa 
Redgrave speaking at the Schonell Theatre to coincide with a screening of a film about occupied 
Palestine. Oh and we also got in trouble because we handed out condoms. Good times!

Danielle Bond The Student Union played a pivotal role in this cultural hub - all of these facilities 
were funded by the Union and were housed in the Union’s buildings. The Union saw the important 
role each played in the campus culture and in advancing political and social agendas of importance 
to students. It was also helpful for the creative entities in a number of ways - it gave them freedom 
from interference by the University Administration and Government. It also enabled the Union to 
help found some amazingly creative and diverse activities. Triple Zed having just celebrated its 
40th birthday, perhaps being the most important. The Union’s involvement was facilitated through a 
number of Committees of Council - the Activities Committee, the Theatre Committee and the Media 
Committee. I was a member of these committees when I was on Council. I remember a road trip 
with Stephen Stockwell and Louise Butt to a Community Broadcasters Association Conference - 
circa 1982/1983 - which was funded by the Student Union. We went to fly the flag for Triple Zed. I 
also remember digging out massive amounts of dirt adjacent to the Cement Box to create a foyer 
and wine bar.

Dianne Heenan Danielle Bond I remember you as being very active in the Union and I remember 
your presence in Activities. You were always interested and supportive of the work we did. They 
were good times weren’t they? I went to see Vanessa Redgrave speaking at the Schonell Theatre 
as well. The Union’s support of cultural facilities and events not only enriched student life but also 
provided opportunities for a whole range of cultural expression. 

Adrian Buzolic Dianne Heenan I love these comments about the Student Union’s 
commitment to student culture. I haven’t heard of anything culturally radical coming from 
university students for a very long time. I get the impression that its far more business like 
these days. I guess that’s a culture. Just not one I’m particularly fond of. I’d even like to see 
some poignant street theatre again.

Danielle Bond And remembering Matt Mawson posters, I wish wish wish I had kept a copy 
of the poster he designed for me when I ran for General Vice President in 1982. It was a 
cartoon of me pointing to a sign ‘Vote for Danielle Bond for GVP’ and we printed it in red on 
old computer paper in the activities centre. It was awesome. I think I ran against Tony Blake 
who was an awfully nice opponent and didn’t once raise any concerns about me availing of 
the Semper team to help with my poster.

Vote for Danielle Bond for General Vice-President _ Art Work Matt Mawson 1982
Image provided by Matt Mawson

Photo of Danielle Bond taken by Matt Mawson for Danielle’s V-P Poster art work 1982
Photo provided by Matt Mawson

Brian Doherty Danielle Bond Hi. Dianne has shaken the tree on people and dates that I 
had lost track of. My times at Activities are hopelessly lost in so many other things I was 
doing at the same time. Attempting to clarify some dates I have just unearthed a folder 
of documents I haven’t seen for over 30 years. And there it was - a photocopy of my job 
application for the screen printer’s job at Activities in February 1983. What was I thinking? 
I have no idea! But I believe you were responsible for re-employing me. The flying pig and 
wooden bucket were in colour in the original so that must have swayed it! I think it says a 
lot about how supportive you - and the Student Union - were back then. I must say that I 
cherish my memories of working at Activities and the people I worked with and among. It 
was such a productive time.

Brian Doherty Letter of Application for Activities Screen Printer 1983
Photo: Brian Doherty

Photo provided by Brian Doherty

Danielle Bond they were indeed wonderful times .. Flying pigs and all ...I’m amazed at how 
many people have records from that time .. Great memories

Dianne Heenan The Activities Centre was the most exciting place I’ve ever worked. I never 
knew what was going to happen next or who was going to walk through that door. One 
day Gerard Lee just wandered in and asked did we know anybody who could type up a 
manuscript for him. I referred him to a friend of mine who could type. The manuscript was 
his book, “True Love and How to Get It”.

Matt Mawson He could have come to Semper. I would have been happy to typeset it for 
him. I illustrated some of his work for Semper and Cane Toad Times. He went on to write 
scripts for Jane Campion movies.

Dianne Heenan When Brian asked me to write about Activities from a personal perspective 
in the early 1980s we agreed on something about 5,000 words long. Already the word 
count has gone way over that and we could probably keep on going. Working in Activities 
really was a collective experience, it wasn’t something that you did on your own. I would 
like to express my gratitude to the people who wanted to tell this story with me. Matt 
Mawson partnered me the whole way providing memories, photographs, art work and links 
to archival materials in the National Gallery of Australia, QAGoMA, the Fryer Library and 
Semper records at e-space at the University of Queensland. Without Matt’s kind and able 
assistance this memoir would be less than it is. Thank you to John Willsteed who helped 
the story unfold by providing memories and photographs. I was so very pleased to catch 
up with Danielle Bond, Adrian Buzolic, Peter Lewis, Anna O’Connor, John Caskey, Leonie 
McLennan and Urszula Szulakowska and thank them for their valuable contributions to the 
story. It was great to connect with Fiona MacDonald again and be reminded of her mural 
work for the student union. I thank Peter Anderson for his explanation of the relationship 
between Activities and the upcoming “Ephemeral Traces” exhibition at the UQ Art Museum 
and to Roger Butler from the National Gallery of Australia for his kind offer to amend the 
entries for Activities prints held in the gallery’s collection. It’s been great working with Brian 
Doherty again too. Reconnecting with everyone and compiling this collective history has 
been a homecoming of sorts for me and very rewarding.  January 29, 2016 at 5:25pm


